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Findings in Brief 
 This report presents the findings from a review of the Defra Pro-Environmental 

Segmentation Model.  It is the first part of a study in two halves, the second part being 
a review of open policy making methods (as promoted in the Civil Service Reform Plan 
2012). Together the reports explore current and future methods for gathering audience 
insight and engaging stakeholders, and using these approaches to develop better 
policy. 

 The Review of the Defra Pro-Environmental (‘P-E’) Segmentation Model was designed 
to understand how the model has been used, and how best to meet users’ needs in 
future.  The study involved a combination of reviews of the published and grey 
literature, interviews, and workshops (with Defra staff, other Government staff, and 
external experts). 

 The first objective for the Review was to reconstruct the rationale for the development 
of the Defra P-E Model.  The Review established that the Model was not just conceived 
as a research tool (to increase understanding of audiences) or as a policy tool (to 
support behaviour change interventions); it also had a strategic purpose, and was 
offered up to external stakeholders as a resource for use in the shared endeavour of 
encouraging the public to adopt sustainable lifestyles.  Thus the objectives for the P-E 
Model were three-fold: “To understand, influence and engage.” 

 The Model was conceived at a time where Defra sought further audience insight, and it 
succeeded in increasing understanding of the whole of the general public, for Defra 
and stakeholders alike.  The P-E Model has since provided an enduring way to 
subdivide and understand the general public.  In particular the identification of Segment 
2 ‘Waste Watchers’ has led to considerable advances in understanding waste 
behaviours. 

 The biggest impact of the P-E Model was on policy makers: fundamentally 
demonstrating that they should be developing policy with multiple publics (not a single 
public) in mind.  Policy makers having understood the value of this insight, the P-E 
Model opened the door to a wave of new policy specific models in Defra (e.g. farmers; 
woodland owners).  It has also served as a template for government models outside 
Defra (e.g. DFT and the Welsh Government). 

 Despite the broad-spectrum influence of the Model on policy, its main weakness was 
its lack of direct impact on any one specific policy.  No instances of the P-E Model 
being used by specific policy teams have been identified during the course of this 
Review, nor are there any examples of the P-E Model being used in policy impact 
assessments.  However, this lack of a direct line of causality between insight or 
evidence inputs and policy outputs is not unique to segmentation models; the second 
part of this Study has reviewed open policy making approaches, and finds a similar 
lack of direct impacts. 

 The Defra model owners interviewed for this Review described the P-E Model as “a 
tool for others”, and another internal interviewee concluded that “the best results from 
the Model were outside Defra”.  These can be attested to in many ways, including: by 
the revenue and job creation reported by some users like the NUS; by the publication 
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footprint of the Model (90 peer-reviewed journal papers identified to date) as it became 
a subject for study and debate in academic and practitioner circles; and by the suite of 
subsequent models developed elsewhere in government which explicitly drew on the 
Defra Model (notably the DFT’s Climate Change and Transport Choices Model, and the 
Welsh Government’s Sustainability Audience Segmentation).  Seen from the 
perspective of open policy making approaches, the P-E Model appears to have been 
an effective tool for driving co-production activities by Defra stakeholders, as well as 
advancing that community’s shared understanding of public audiences.  The Model 
continues to be used and written about by that community of sustainability researchers 
and practitioners, although no new Defra resource has been put into the Model since a 
mini wave of tracking in 2010. 

 However, there is no case for further development of the Model by Defra in the near 
future.  The context of Pro-environmental Behaviours in which the Model was 
commissioned and developed has now changed; as one internal interviewee 
commented: “The whole work area is over. …Defra isn’t central any more”.  The 
Department does not undertake direct engagement activities with the wider public on 
the subject of sustainable lifestyles any more.  Given current budgetary constraints it is 
hard to justify putting more resource into the Model for the sake of stakeholder users 
alone.  Meanwhile the internal restructure of Defra means there is no longer anywhere 
obvious to situate the Model or its further development. 

 While there are currently no plans for further developing the P-E Model, there are a 
range of other, more policy-specific, models available to Defra policy makers.  For the 
purposes of summarising the state of play of segmentation in Defra, these eight models 
have been categorised into four loose categories: dormant inside / thriving outside; live; 
low and no use; pending.  Together these categories cover all phases in a 
segmentation model’s development and use, and show that segmentation still has a 
role to play in Defra, especially in building audience insight in areas where there are 
longstanding gaps. 

 In times of budgetary constraint, light-touch segmentation methods may be required.  
Given the decline in the number of regular surveys undertaken by Defra, qualitative 
typologies and tiered models based on fewer variables may be the most feasible way 
forward.  While these lack the nuances and usefulness (eg. the quantification, or 
replicability) of full segmentations, they can easily fill gaps in knowledge, and move 
strategic thinking on.  Moreover, they can help prevent any loss of memory among 
policy makers, by preventing a return to ‘one size fits all’ approaches. 

 The development of future models in Defra is reliant on the collaboration (and co-
funding) of stakeholders and delivery partners who are already engaged in strategy 
development with Defra, and may move forward to co-develop segmentation models in 
future.  However there are potential limitations of co-produced approaches to audience 
insight: unless Defra brings the remit and resources to drive the process along, 
progress is dependent on finding a consensual approach, and one which other 
stakeholders will commit their resources to. 

 This Review has highlighted the value that segmentation models can deliver, first as 
tools for understanding audiences, and second as tools for engaging stakeholders in 
co-productive approaches to policy development and delivery.  The Review concludes 
that the Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model delivered on both these 
dimensions, and cost effectively. 
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Study Overview 

i) Background  

This Review can be understood as a study in two parts. It began life as a review for 
Defra’s Virtual Centre for Expertise in Behavioural Insight into the impacts and 
effectiveness of the Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model.  The Model is based on data 
resulting from the Defra Survey of Public Attitudes and Behaviours toward the 
Environment 2007; as such the statistical basis on the Model was five years old, and best 
practice in segmentation would consider it time for a refresh – hence the review of the 
Model’s strengths and weaknesses was commissioned, in order to arrive at 
recommendations for taking the Model forward. 

However, a progress meeting was undertaken mid-way through the Review at which it was 
decided to refocus the research.  This was partly triggered by difficulties in securing 
participation in the research by internal Defra staff (for interviews or workshops – although 
demand was notably high among external respondents).  This practical finding threw into 
relief the structural changes occurring in Defra (including the closure of the Virtual Centre, 
and the embedding of social researchers back into policy teams) and the fact that new 
ministerial priorities had been introduced which rendered the Model’s focus on the pro-
environmental behaviours of the general public beyond the Department’s remit.    

Accordingly the decision was taken to focus the second part of the study on other 
approaches to audience insight and engagement: specifically those relating to the new 
agenda for open policy making, which had been set out in the Civil Service Reform Plan 
(July 2012).  In this way, part two of the Study picked up on the themes emerging from part 
one, and the two Reviews co-exist under the title of the ‘Understanding and Engaging 
Audiences’ Study. 

This Report covers the findings from part one of the study, the Review of the Defra Pro-
Environmental Segmentation Model, which was designed to understand how the Model 
had been used in Defra and beyond, and how best to meet users’ needs in future. 

 

ii) Methodology  

The Review of the Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model was required to address three 
research questions: 

1. What are segmentation models for (including what was the Defra P-E model originally 
designed for)? 

2. What value have users got from the Defra P-E model (and why have other potential 
users not used it)? 

3. What should Defra do next in terms of segmentation and/or audience insight and 
engagement, in order to meet their own needs, and the needs of stakeholders?  
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The Review approached these questions using mixed methods, in order to develop a 
narrative about the P-E Model and its uses.  A combination of depth interviews, and 
multiple literature reviews, were undertaken, in four main stages: 

i) P-E Model Owners Meeting 

The term ‘model owner’ is used throughout this Review to describe internal staff whose 
role it is (or has been) to develop a segmentation model, and then to co-ordinate and 
oversee its use by others.  Having an owner is deemed by many researchers (including 
many of those interviewed in this study) to be prerequisite for having a model which is well 
understood and widely used by internal colleagues and other stakeholders.  The interviews 
indicated that the P-E Model did not seem to have a current owner in Defra; the original 
staff behind the Model have either moved roles, or moved to other Departments.  In order 
to reconstruct the circumstances around, and context for, the development of the P-E 
Model, this Review began by convening a group discussion with the Defra ‘model owners’ 
who had originally had a hand in developing the P-E Model.  The discussion was held in 
Defra in February 2013, and lasted two hours.  The discussion was designed to 
reconstruct the context and rationale for the P-E Model, as well as to chart its uses, and 
finally identify relevant literature and interviewees for the Review. 

ii) Internal and External Interviews 

Individual depth interviews lasting up to an hour were conducted by phone with key 
stakeholders inside and outside Defra.  These included users of the P-E Model, and 
researchers and practitioners who had developed their own comparable models.  14 
external interviews were conducted, and 8 with Defra staff, before the mid-point Progress 
Meeting where the terms of reference for this study were revised. . 

iii) Literature Reviews 

In addition to the informal evidence from interviews, two separate reviews were 
undertaken, as below.  They both appear as separate reports from this Review, and the 
full methodologies are detailed in both; they are summarised here. 

- Review of the literature addressing the Defra P-E model 

This review approached the literature in two parts: 

Part A: featured an extensive search of the published literature on the Defra P-E 
model (largely journal articles and book chapters). Using Google/Scholar to undertake 
topline searches, then hand searching the resulting references, led to the identification 
of 90 published sources featuring the ‘Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model’.  
In the report, each source is allocated to one of four categories, the most numerous 
being passing references to the P-E Model, usually made in the context of 
commentary on Defra’s approach to pro-environmental behaviour.  There are no direct 
evaluations of the P-E Model in the published literature. 

Part B: involved a review of key research reports commissioned by Defra, which use 
the Defra P-E model in their fieldwork and/or analyse the P-E Model per se.  Six such 
reports were identified, via the Steering Group for the Review, and through the internal 
and external interviews.  The Review noted that these are not all the projects to have 
used the P-E Model; however these are the projects with written reports which most 
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focus on the P-E Model, its uses and usefulness.  It was also remarked that all six 
reports, for one reason or another, are unpublished and not in the public domain. 

- Overviews of current segmentation models in Defra, including the P-E Model 

As a key reference for the synthesis of findings on the P-E Model and the role of 
segmentations in Defra which features here, overviews of five existing Defra 
segmentation models were developed.  The main inputs were interviews with the 
owners (and some users) of each model, plus a review of key documents on each 
(often to understand the technical detail behind the models).  Five model overviews 
were produced, using a consistent format: Farmers Framework; Fishers Typology; 
MENE Segmentation of Engagement with the Natural Environment; Woodland 
Management and Creation Segmentations; and (at slightly greater length) the P-E 
Model.  Drafts of each overview were shared with their respective model owners for 
their revisions, and ultimately, approval. 

iv) Working Debrief 

Once the main stages of research had been undertaken, an early draft of findings was 
produced, and presented to an invited Defra audience in a ‘working debrief’.  Following a 
short presentation of the findings, a detailed debate was facilitated.  Comments from the 
debrief fed in to final revisions to the Review report. 

Whilst appropriate for its purpose, the approach to this review has some limitations which 
should be noted, including: 

 

 Potential for bias and distortion from efforts to reconstruct the sequence of 
events around the model development, going back some seven years. 

 Possible subjectivity on the part of the author – AD – in synthesising the 
evidence (in various formats and of variable quality) in order to arrive at a single 
assessment of the value of P-E Model.  It should be noted that the interviews for 
this Review encountered a wide range of views on the Model, from strong 
endorsement of it (for instance among those ‘model owners’ who oversaw its 
development and use) to dismissive indifference and overt criticism of it (from 
some practitioners who regarded it as an unnecessary burden in the evaluation 
of community-level interventions, and some Defra interviewees for whom it was 
not an aid to better policy making). This Report aims to explore - if not balance - 
both poles of opinion; however it must be acknowledged that the author, AD, 
who has worked closely with the ‘model owners’ in Defra throughout the P-E 
Model’s development and use.   

 Reliance on evidence from interviews, as opposed to written sources (of which 
there are notably few giving background to the P-E Model, barring an 
unpublished Technical Report (BMRB 2008) and the Framework for Pro-
Environmental Behaviours (Defra 2008)).  Interviews are inherently subjective, 
although this effect can be (and was, in parts of this Review) moderated through 
group discussion. 

 The representativeness of the interviewees, who in many cases were self 
selecting (the lack of engagement of some Defra staff in the P-E Model Review 
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has already been noted).  It is notable that all of the original ‘model owners’ had 
moved posts, and some had left the Department.  Other views on the P-E Model 
may have been lost through this kind of ‘churn’ (itself a topic picked up in the 
Implications at the end of this Report). 

 The lack of prior evaluations to build on – and it should be noted that this 
Review is more qualitative in nature than a quantitative (or econometric) 
evaluation. 

 

iii) Reporting  

This report presents the findings in full from the Part One of the Study. 

It opens with a detailed review of the Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model, then 
moves on to consider other segmentation models currently in circulation in Defra, in order 
to build a picture of the state of play on segmentation in Defra.  The report closes with 
Conclusions and Implications, both for Defra and for other interested parties in and around 
central Government. 

The report also provides appendices, listing all those interviewed during the first part of the 
Study, and the selected references cited in this report.  A further appendix reproduces the 
Executive Summary to the Literature Review on the P-E Model.  This, and the report 
providing Model Overviews of the other current models in Defra, are available in full as 
freestanding Annex reports, from better.regulation@defra.gsi.gov.uk 
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Main Findings 

1. The Defra Pro-Environmental 
Segmentation Model  

1.1 Rationale and Context 

The Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation model classifies the public into seven 
segments according to their beliefs and attitudes towards environmental issues and 
behaviours.  The model was developed in 2008 by the Sustainable Behaviours Unit in 
Defra, based on responses to the Defra Survey of Public Attitudes and Behaviours toward 
the Environment 2007.   

The origins of the model can be charted back to 2006, when Defra was developing the 
Environment Direct webpages to be a ‘one stop shop’ for information for the general public 
about how they could reduce their environmental impacts.  In order to maximise the 
relevance of the information provided, Defra interviewees reported that the Department 
needed to differentiate between subgroups of the general public.  As one of the original 
‘owners’ of the P-E Model commented in their initial group discussion: “It made sense in 
Environment Direct, because we had publics to talk to, with different repertoires of 
behaviour, so there was an obvious need”. 

The team began looking at available segmentation models relating to sustainability.  
Drawing on a desk research study (Darnton 2006), Defra commissioned a wave of 
qualitative interviews in late 2006 (Define 2006).  The research was constructed to test a 
hypothetical model with six segments, which came out of the desk research.  In parallel, 
Defra was planning to undertake a large-scale survey to explore uptake of the priority 
behaviours, and it became apparent that that would be an obvious opportunity to quantify 
the segments emerging from the qualitative research.  The Survey of Public Attitudes and 
Behaviours went to field in March 2007. 

According to the Defra researchers who developed the P-E Model, its objectives were 
three-fold:  

“To understand, influence and engage.” 

‘Understand’ simply meant to increase insight about the general public, while ‘Influence’ 
meant to apply that insight to encourage them to change their behaviours in relation to the 
environment.  ‘Engage’ focused not on the general public as target audience, but on the 
stakeholders who Defra had identified as essential if they were to be successful in 
unlocking widespread behaviour change.  The segmentation was conceived as much as a 
tool for leveraging these stakeholder relationships as for helping Defra pursue its own 
policy goals.  As one of the P-E Model owners commented in the group discussion: “It was 
basically a tool for others… not a response to a Defra problem that needed solving”. 

The P-E Model was launched as part of the Framework for Pro-Environmental Behaviours 
(January 2008), which also specified the ‘Headline Behaviours’ which Defra (with its 
stakeholders) would be working towards (Defra 2008).  The Framework was a blueprint for 
Defra’s approach to behaviour change, and the segmentation was integral to that 
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approach.  It was also intended to feed in to the development of Act On CO2, a mass-
media campaign to encourage specific behaviour changes, which was in the early stages 
of planning. 

 

1.2 Outline of Methods 

The Survey of Public Attitudes and Behaviours was undertaken by BMRB in April and May 
2007 (see BMRB 2008).  It involved 3,618 interviews with a representative sample of 
adults aged 16+ in England.  As BMRB had conducted the Survey, they were also asked 
to undertake the segmentation (notably, by the Sustainable Behaviours Unit in Defra, 
whereas the Survey had been commissioned by a separate team).  Their brief was to base 
the segmentation on the refined model which had emerged from the Define qualitative 
research which had seven segments.   

The P-E Model was clustered by BMRB based on 44 items in the 2007 Survey 2007.  The 
44 input variables incorporated a range of non-behavioural (psychographic) variables 
measuring motivations in relation to environmental issues and behaviours.  These 
statements ranged from those tapping deep-seated environmental beliefs and worldviews 
(e.g. ‘The Earth has very limited room and resources’) to those closely targeting attitudes 
to specific pro-environmental behaviours (e.g. ‘People have a duty to recycle’).  Notably, 
the Model included no values statements among its input variables – the Survey itself 
contained no such items – which meant it segmented people specifically in relation to their 
engagement with the environment, and not their more intrinsic orientations. 

It should also be underlined that no questions asking about people’s uptake of specific pro-
environmental behaviours were included in the input variables on which the Model was 
based (although there were many such questions in the Survey).  The Annexes to the 
Defra Framework (2008) explain how this somewhat purist approach was taken in order to 
produce a “cleaner” model which was broad-based and flexible in application across a 
range of pro-environmental behaviours.  If, for instance, questions about uptake of 
composting or cycling had been included in the cluster bases, the resulting Model would 
discriminate more strongly on those behaviours, but be less good at predicting, say, 
turning off taps when brushing teeth or taking your own bag when shopping.  To avoid 
these kinds of biases, it was agreed that all behaviours would ideally be omitted from the 
cluster bases, so the Model could be (roughly) equally predictive across a wide range of 
behaviours (the potential downside being it would not predict any one behaviour especially 
strongly).   

The approach of leaving behavioural items out of the input variables would also have the 
benefit of producing more stable segments, which would change less quickly over time 
than if they were based on behaviours (which - if conditions are right - can change very 
quickly).  This approach would make the Model more useful for building audience insight 
over time, and across a number of partners.  Stable segments are useful for such 
purposes as the lack of movement between segments enables insight to be built up over 
time, and to remain applicable to each segment.  By contrast, if a model is based on 
behaviours, and the level of uptake of those behaviours varies over time, then the 
distribution of the segments will also vary – such that insights about any one segment will 
become outdated.  This may be fine in models where behaviour change is the only 
objective (eg. in commercial models, where the only objective is, for example, to sell 
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product), but is unhelpful in models designed to build insight into audience segments and 
their motivations.  

In the event, the non-behavioural inputs proved very effective at discriminating between 
segments on the priority behaviours of interest – such that the resulting segments showed 
good variation in their levels of take-up of these behaviours (see the segment summaries 
below).  In this way the decision to segment on non-behavioural variables was justified, 
and the initial segment solution could be accepted. 

 

1.3 Overview of the Segments 

The seven segments in the P-E Model are described below, using data from the original 
2007 survey.  The segments are ordered according to their self-claimed levels of pro-
environmental behaviour (with Segments 1 and 2 claiming the highest levels, down to 
Segments 6 and 7).  Also below is a figure from the Framework (Defra 2008) showing how 
the segments can be arranged in terms of their overall levels of willingness and ability to 
adopt the priority behaviours. 

Figure 1: The Defra Pro‐Environmental Segmentation Model, “showing potential by segment and main 
emphasis for interventions” (Defra 2008) 
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The short summaries below were produced during the Defra ‘Understanding Motivations’ 
research project (see eg. Darnton 2008); they are based on the longer (half-page and four 
page) summary profiles published in the Framework. 
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Segment 1: ‘Positive greens’ (18%) - the most pro-environmentally engaged segment 
(although only a minority are ‘activists’)- report the most pro-environmental behaviour of 
any segment, and are the most likely to want to do more 

- the most likely group to have a degree (33%), and be in AB Socio-Economic Groups  

Segment 2: ‘Waste watchers’ (12%)  

- as likely as Segment 1 to behave pro-environmentally, but vast majority do not want to do 
more 

- focused on ‘waste not, want not’ mentality, and less driven by eco values (some are 
sceptical) 

- the oldest profile of any group: 78% over 41 including 34% aged 65+ 

Segment 3: ‘Concerned consumers’ (14%) 

- rate their behaviour as environmentally-friendly, and most say they would like to do more 

- while they are motivated by threat of climate change, they reject ecological values based 
on limits to growth 

- includes the most high earning individuals; they are the most frequent flying of all 
segments  

Segment 4: ‘Sideline supporters’ (14%) - Tend to hold pro-environmental attitudes, 
including strong values on ecological crisis and limits to growth; however the environment 
is a low salience issue for them 

- Affected by ‘value-action gap’: less likely than average to undertake pro-environmental 
behaviours 

- Span all ages, but slight bias towards under 30s; lower socio-economic groups over-
represented 

Segment 5: ‘Cautious participants’ (14%)  

- A typical ecological worldview, with reported awareness of threats, but environment a low 
priority for most 

- Majority say they would like to do more, but report many barriers including ‘I will if you 
will’  

- A middling group but younger than average; the most likely to be families with children 

Segment 6: ‘Stalled starters’ (10%) 

- Hard to establish their attitudes through quantitative surveying (answer yes to everything) 
– a sign of disengagement 

- Very low levels of pro-environmental knowledge and behaviour; few want to do more 

- Lowest social grade and income profile of any group; least likely to be working 

Segment 7: ‘Honestly disengaged’ (18%)  

- Express strongly negative views on pro-environmental issues, or express no view either 
way- Very low levels of pro-environmental behaviour, the least likely to want to do more, 
and by far the least likely to feel guilty 
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- One of the largest segments; the most likely to be working full time, but lower than 
average incomes 

1.4 Applications 

There is no definitive account of all the applications of the P-E Model to date (an outline 
was given in a Defra discussion paper - Collier et al 2010).  Indeed one of the purposes of 
this Review has been to gather together specific examples of where and how the Model 
has been used, in order to evaluate its impact.  Some of the specific applications and 
users identified are summarised here, and a fuller account is given in Defra Model 
Overviews (Annex B) available with this Report. 

i) Researchers  

- In Defra research projects: notably the action-based research (ABR) projects (e.g. 
the Environmental Action Fund; the Greener Living Fund – in which all funded 
organisations were obliged to use the P-E Model), plus a range of bespoke 
Sustainable Consumption & Production projects including a number of those 
undertaken by Brook Lyndhurst (e.g. those on per capita carbon footprints (EV0404 
- Brook Lyndhurst 2008) , public understanding of product lifetimes (EV0520 - Brook 
Lyndhurst 2011), and catalyst behaviours (EV0508 – Austin et al 2011)); 

- In academics’ own practical projects (to structure their samples, or re-use the 
Survey questions), plus as a subject for academic study per se.  The Literature 
Review undertaken during this study (and available as Annex A to this Report) 
identifies 90 papers citing the P-E Model. 

ii) Practitioners 

- The Defra-commissioned action-based research projects mentioned above (e.g. the 
Environmental Action Fund; the Greener Living Fund) involved a civil society or 
community-based organisation working with a research partner who evaluated the 
practical intervention.  In all eight of the GLF projects, for example, the P-E Model 
was used to segment participants in the interventions.  Practitioner organisations 
included the Co-operative Foundation, the National Trust, and the National Union of 
Students (who segmented the whole student population in England in their scoping 
study for the GLF project). 

iii) Commercial Organisations 

- Some commercial organisations have used the Defra P-E Model as a planning and 
targeting tool for their products and services.  B&Q (whose CEO Ian Cheshire co-
chaired a business liaison working group on sustainability for Defra) used the Model 
to explore their customer base, while green lifestyle organisations Global Action 
Plan and EcoConcierge have profiled potential programme participants into the 
seven segments, in order to tailor their support packages appropriately. 

- The market intelligence organisation CACI used key questions from the Defra 
Survey 2007 in the panel survey for their geodemographic tool Acorn.  They then 
reclustered their panellists, in a close replication of the Defra segments, and 
launched the resulting model as GreenAcorn, a searchable database linking the 
segments to geodemographic data making them easier to locate and target at local 
level.  GreenAcorn was launched in 2010, and organisations who have purchased 
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subscriptions to the service include local authorities (who are the core market for 
the standard Acorn) such as Dorset and Essex County Councils, manufacturers 
such as Renault, and utility companies such as EDF.  

 

1.5 Impacts and Limitations 

i) The Defra Perspective 

According to interviewees, the major contribution of the P-E Model has been to 
demonstrate to policy makers that they should always think about publics (not a single 
public) when planning their interventions.  As one Defra interviewee said “It has worked in 
so far as getting us to talk about the public as different groups, and visualizing those 
groups”.  In particular the Model has helped at an early stage in the policy process, to set 
priorities for audience groups and behaviours to target (e.g. by identifying ‘low hanging 
fruit’).   

The emphasis of the Model on knowing your audience has subsequently opened the door 
for further policy-specific models in Defra.  Interviewees explicitly discussed how the 
Farmers and MENE Natural Environment models were both inspired and facilitated by the 
P-E Model.  As one Defra interviewee said “The big model opened up space for all the 
new models”.  As discussed below (and in the Annex B Model Overviews report), these 
models have gone on to support collaborative approaches to policy development and 
delivery; the Farmers segmentation framework in particular has entered common parlance 
in farming research and delivery circles. 

However the move within Defra towards the more tightly focussed wave of segmentation 
models reflects both a strength and a weakness in the Defra P-E Model.  While it 
introduced the principles and basic lessons of segmentation to a wide internal audience, 
the P-E Model was found wanting when it came to supporting policy development in any 
one area.  An external interviewee commented: “It tried to cover too much policy ground, 
and became a general tool for setting policy priorities”.  This is a direct consequence of the 
methodological decisions made during the clustering: by ensuring no one behaviour or 
policy area dominated the mix of input variables, a Model with a wide spectrum of 
applications resulted, but which was arguably too weak to predict behaviours in any one 
area.  This observation echoes an ongoing debate in the literature as to whether multi-
purpose models are a possibility, or whether every policy objective needs its own 
segmentation (see e.g. the food segmentation scoping review – Darnton 2010). 

Despite the broad-spectrum influence of the Model on policy, the Model’s main weakness 
in the eyes of interviewees was its lack of direct impact on any one specific policy.  No 
instances of the P-E Model being used by specific policy teams have been identified 
during the course of this Review, nor are there any examples of the P-E Model being used 
in policy impact assessments.  This finding is not surprising, as there are no examples in 
the wider literature of segmentations being used to structure impact assessments by any 
Government department.  This pattern of non-use most likely relates to the increased 
costs and complexity of segmenting the public for impact assessments: in the case of the 
Defra model, the standard ‘one size fits all’ impact assessment would effectively need to 
be run seven times, once with each segment.  This adds a substantial barrier to the 
already challenging costs presented by policy evaluation.  However, without such evidence 
it is hard put an economic value on the policy impact of the Model. 
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One final weakness of the Model should be highlighted here: that communicators and 
behaviour change practitioners alike often complained it was hard to reach any particular 
segment – either because the segments cut across media channels, or because the P-E 
Model did not have a geographic component to it.  The latter problem was resolved by the 
GreenAcorn system, with its reclustered Defra-alike segments which could be plotted 
down to street level with GIS systems.  The former problem remains a truism of attitudinal 
(or other ‘psychographic’) segmentations: while certain segments have clear preferences 
for particular media channels, no one channel maps to any one segment (otherwise, one 
would be segmenting by media preference).  One of the tenets of marketing theory is that 
communicators need to find creative ways to target particular segments, and simply try to 
minimise mistargetting (a ‘better than nothing’ approach, which is where commercial 
segmentations started from, with their background in direct marketing).  A further response 
is to suggest that media buying is not in reality so clean cut as communicators might 
suppose (“You can’t find segments exactly. People find themselves – put the message on 
a bus and see who responds”, said a Defra interviewee). 

 

ii) The Stakeholder Perspective 

Echoing the statement from the P-E Model owners that the Model was “a tool for others”, 
one of the most reported impacts of the Model (along with its identifying multiple ‘publics’) 
was its instrumental position in building a new stakeholder community of sustainability-
focused practitioners, researchers, businesses and NGOs, arrayed around Defra.  For 
example, a series of stakeholder events were held at the time the Framework for Pro-
Environmental Behaviours was being launched in early 2008, and Defra were able to 
attract more than 50 senior staff to each event, whether they were discussing the audience 
segments, or the priority behaviours.  One of the Defra staff involved said of the P-E 
Model: “we had the collateral”; the Model was something new which did not have an 
equivalent elsewhere, and it was a deliberate part of the Behaviours strategy to make it 
available for open use by any sector partner.  In the language of open policy making, this 
process of stakeholder engagement can be seen as a form of ‘co-production’, in which 
users come together with producers to co-design policies and initiatives together.  As one 
external interviewee commented: “The Defra Model facilitated action by others”.  
Interestingly that interviewee added that the Government should be doing “lots more of this 
kind of thing in future”, pointing to an increased emphasis on co-production approaches, 
as well as calling for ongoing Government involvement in developing segmentation models 
(themes that are picked in the Conclusions and Implications below). 

The P-E Model also achieved its primary objective of building audience insight.  The 
stakeholders who used the Model drew on, and then added to, the stock of known data on 
each segment.  In large part, each segment appealed to the common sense of users, who 
proceeded to meet them in their new research samples.  This was certainly true at both 
ends of the model, although there were complaints that the middling segments S4 and S5 
were somewhat “fuzzy” and ill-defined.  Of all the segments, S2, the Waste Watchers, was 
the one which most advanced shared understandings of the public in relation to the 
environment: the most ardent recyclers in the population, yet by no means 
environmentalists (including some of the highest proportions of climate sceptics).  One 
external researcher in interview commented “The identification of Waste Watchers, and in 
contrast with Positive Greens, was the major analytical insight of the whole project”. 

As well as generating indirect benefits through providing increased audience insight for 
stakeholders (who have received access to the Model and its supporting data and tools for 
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free) certain users have reported direct business benefits.  Some external stakeholders 
who ran with the P-E Model and adopted it in their work reported that it had generated 
revenue for them and enabled them to grow more quickly than would otherwise have been 
the case.  GreenAcorn is one example, where creating this variant product allowed CACI 
to tap into a specialist market of public and private sector users.  Similarly, the NUS trace 
the success of their Ethical and Environmental arm back to the original Greener Living 
Fund scoping phase, in which they profiled the whole student audience using the P-E 
Model.  “The Defra work set us on the road to where we are today”, said the NUS 
interviewee; ‘today’ includes a full-time staff of 19 (up from one five years ago), and 
environmental projects in more than half of all the Universities in England (with each one 
paying the NUS to deliver the projects, which save them money, and attract new students). 

It should also be highlighted here that the P-E Model sparked and influenced the 
development of a number of related models outside Defra.  Many of these were developed 
by other Departments, and by other Governments in the UK: notably the Department for 
Transport’s Climate Change and Transport Choices Segmentation (Thornton et al 2011) 
and the Welsh Government’s Sustainability Audience Segmentation (Ipsos MORI et al 
2013).  The need for both these models was conceived in response to the Defra P-E 
Model: the former because the Defra Model did not include sufficient focus on travel and 
transport behaviours and their determinants, and the latter because the 2007 Survey did 
not include Wales in its sample.  The Welsh model is an interesting case, as the rationale 
for the model was initially to check whether the distribution of segments was different in 
Wales from that in England, but as the model underwent development so it became 
clearer that the model would need to reflect the political, as well as the socio-demographic, 
specificities of Wales.  Meanwhile, stakeholder delivery partners working in Defra policy 
areas, such as the RSPB, also developed models of their own learning lessons from the P-
E Model.  As one external interviewee commented: “We were really impressed with Defra, 
so when we commissioned a new model, we built it along those lines”. 

To an extent the commissioning of these models could reflect the limitations of the Defra 
P-E Model, although their commissioning more conclusively shows the need for models to 
be developed which are specific to their intended uses.  The fact that the commissioners of 
these models (and others, such as Department of Health’s Healthy Foundations Lifestage 
Model) learned from the Defra P-E Model when planning their own models (and in some 
cases came to visit the Defra Owners to discuss their plans) provides further evidence that 
Defra came to be seen as being in the forefront on the use of segmentation in public policy 
contexts.  

As a final note on stakeholder views, it can be observed that the tight community of 
segmentation model owners in central Government departments continues to learn from 
one another’s methods and models.  The tension between common needs and distinct 
applications was evident throughout the external interviews for this study, with 
interviewees repeatedly returning to the question of the most effective dimensions on 
which to subdivide members of the general public. Despite the good practice principle that 
segmentation models are practical tools whose effectiveness is to be judged against the 
purposes for which they were originally developed (see eg. Darnton 2010) there were 
several calls across different Departments for Government to consider developing a ‘core 
model’ with multi-purpose segments of the general public, which could be applied in 
various policy areas.  If such a segmentation model could be meaningfully developed, 
these interviewees argued, the benefits for joined-up working across Departments would 
be numerous, with a common body of audience insight, and a common language with 
which to discuss subgroups of the public, available to all Departments.   
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iii) The Researcher Perspective 

As mentioned above, the literature review on the P-E Model conducted for this Review has 
identified the publication footprint of the Model – 90 published papers since 2008, with 
more in the publishing pipeline.  Full findings are synthesised in the Literature Review 
Annex B report (while the Executive Summary is also appended in Appendix B below). It 
can be noted here that the researchers who have authored those papers are in large part 
very positive about the Model.  They tend to make points about publics, the role of 
governments, and the need for co-ordinated action.  Defra, and the UK Government’s, 
apparent commitment to this agenda elicits compliments from a number of these authors 
(some of whom are commenting enviously from overseas).  In many cases these reports 
address the whole Framework and the P-E Model as one, the Model being the most visible 
tool in Framework. 

This elision between Model and Framework is however the source of most of the criticism 
of the Model in the literature.  Such authors argue that the Model is overly individualistic in 
focus, and hence suited to individualised interventions.  Also from a social perspective 
comes the criticism that context is missing (and that contexts vary, in turn causing other 
motivations and roles to vary).  As one external interviewee wryly observed: “It’s an 
Environmental model with no environments in it!”.   

Researchers from a number of disciplines – including some of the external experts 
interviewed for this Review - have criticised the context-free nature of the Model, knowing 
that the environment has a substantial impact on behavioural outcomes.  To an extent, this 
criticism is simplistic in supposing that all the factors that influence behaviour can be 
included in a segmentation model: often it will be necessary to overlay segments on 
particular contexts and environments to predict behavioural outcomes better.  
Nonetheless, for external interviewees coming from a psychological perspective, the 
criticism of lack of context could be tied into work on the ‘Value-Action Gap’ (see eg. 
Kollmuss and Agyeman 2002): for psychologists, context can go some way to explaining 
why a person’s attitudes and beliefs are not always in line with their behaviour.  By not 
including context, the P-E Model could be accused of falling into the ‘Gap’, supposing that 
people’s behaviour is always consistent with their motivations.   

A further criticism evident from the expert interviews, both of the P-E Model and the 
Framework which supported it, was the focus on ‘green behaviours’; as one interviewee 
commented “The whole thing is seen through a green prism”.  This interviewee was critical 
that Defra could be missing a trick, knowing that many of the behaviours of interest are 
sometimes more strongly motivated by other concerns – eg. health for choosing to cycle 
instead of take the car, or money saving for saving energy in the home.  By putting the 
emphasis on green motivations, the Model was seen to assume that pro-environmental 
motivations trump all others.  This criticism is also based on the premise that ‘green’ is not 
how the audience sees these behaviours: in reality they are a disparate bunch of practices 
which only hang together when a policy maker with environmental objectives groups them 
as such.  

Researchers coming from a social practices perspective have also criticised the P-E Model 
for its lack of context (see also the Literature Review Annex Report).  However, they also 
have a more fundamental problem with the Model, based on its being clustered on beliefs 
and attitudes, two constructs which are foundational to psychological understandings of 
behaviour but alien to theories of social practice in sociology.  This challenge is not 
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specific to the P-E Model but would apply to all segmentation models clustered on 
attitudinal variables – i.e. most of those derived from survey (as opposed to e.g. sales) 
data.  It is interesting to note that in one of his most recent papers on the P-E Model, the 
geographer Stewart Barr focuses on the challenge that practice theory represents to 
audience segmentation, and begins to wonder what a practices-based model might look 
like (Barr et al 2013). 

Aside from the fundamental inter-disciplinary clash between practice-based approaches 
and the social psychological perspective of the Defra Framework, a number of other 
technical and practical criticisms of the Model are made by researchers, in the literature 
and through the interviews for this Review.  Some of these arise from misunderstandings 
of the P-E Model and its methodology; this in itself is an interesting finding as it suggests 
the original outputs supplied by Defra may not have been sufficiently clear for explaining 
the Model to users (little detail was published, beyond the topline description in the 
Behaviours Framework (Defra 2008).  The more widely held misconceptions, as evidenced 
by both the interviews and the literature review, include the following: 

- The relatively widespread assumption that the Model is based on values, which it is 
not, as no values statements were included in the 44 input variables.   

- The common misconception that the Model segments people based on the two 
dimensions of willingness and ability to change their behaviours; this confusion can 
be put down to Figure 1 above, which was the main figure used to present the 
Model in the Framework – although the ‘ability’ dimension is not clearly quantified in 
the Survey data.   

- The mistaking of the Model for an intervention tool when it was used more as an 
analytical device.  It is as a result of this confusion that researchers and others can 
criticise the Model for not including contexts and environments, or for assuming that 
changing attitudes alone is sufficient to change behaviours.  The Model itself 
assumes no such thing – instead it subdivides audiences based on their beliefs and 
attitudes as these dimensions were found to be effective at dividing the public into 
distinct subgroups.  It does not follow however that these factors alone would be 
used as the primary mechanisms for influencing behaviour. 

- A similar assumption, that the Model failed to increase the effectiveness of 
behaviour change interventions, can be similarly addressed by referring back to the 
point above that it is not possible to draw a line of causality between the Model as 
input and any one policy as output. 

The final practical problem with the Model was experienced by research users, especially 
when working with community groups.  This was that the 17 ‘golden questions’ used to 
allocate respondents (or programme participants) to segments are simply too numerous 
for them to be included in small-scale surveys attached to practical projects.  A further 
criticism is that the ‘golden questions’ are too generic to be of value to a team running a 
practical project.  By stipulating that the 17 questions must be used in the monitoring and 
evaluation of Defra-funded action-based research projects, Defra effectively forced out 
other questions which might be of more use to a project team.  Recognising this problem 
from their work with community groups, a research consultancy overseeing the monitoring 
and evaluation arrangements called for Defra to abandon that requirement in future 
projects (Brook Lyndhurst 2012).  The external interviews for this Review established that 
there was still a lack of consensus on this point, with some of those from or working with 
community sector organisations feeling that the value of using the segments outweighed 
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the burden of asking the 17 questions – for instance, the NUS is still recommending the 
Defra P-E Model and 17 questions to participating student unions.  However, it is certainly 
the case that 17 questions is around the limit that some community groups feel prepared 
to add in to their surveys: thereby potentially limiting the uptake and applicability of the 
Model among stakeholders. 

 

1.6 Cost Effectiveness 

In assessing the effectiveness of the P-E Model, evidence from the interviewees suggests 
that it delivered on all three of its objectives.  First, the Department, and the wider 
stakeholder and research community, understands differences across the general public 
far better than before.  Second, it has supported effective behaviour change interventions, 
not least through its practical use by stakeholders, and by civil society partners (some 
running Defra-funded action based research projects, but increasingly taken forward into 
their own work).  Third, it has engaged a wide community of people working on 
sustainability: in government and all sectors of the economy; in policy, practitioner, and 
research functions; at home and internationally.  External experts interviewed for this 
Review have observed how the P-E Model was instrumental in Defra becoming the focal 
point of work to increase public sustainability across the UK.  It also remains one of the 
leading examples of best practice in segmentation methods and applications in the public 
sector, as attested to by the variety and number of segmentation models which have 
directly drawn on the Defra P-E Model and its methods.  

Meanwhile, the Defra staff who developed the P-E Model have argued that it was cost 
effective, in delivering all the above benefits for the cost of one wave of focus groups, the 
cluster analysis, and some expert advice (approximately £150k) – given the Survey of 
Public Attitudes and Behaviours had already been commissioned elsewhere in Defra. 

 

1.7 Future Developments 

The interviews and workshop discussions indicate that Defra has no plans for further 
development work on the P-E Model at this stage; rather than bringing about behaviour 
change for sustainability through direct engagement with the public, the emphasis is on 
alternative methods of engagement.  At a time of financial constraints, refreshing the 
Model would not provide good value for money; for instance, there is no biennial Survey of 
public attitudes and behaviours through which data could be obtained.  There are also no 
public-facing mass communications, such as the Act On CO2 campaign, to utilize the 
model, and what public engagement work there is tends to be undertaken through delivery 
partners and with stakeholders (e.g. the RSPB or National Farmers Union).  Finally, the 
structures in the Department have changed such that it is not clear where a cross-cutting 
public-focussed (not policy-specific) model of this sort would sit, or who would own it. 

 

While the P-E Model is currently not used for policy and delivery purposes, it continues to 
be used by researchers, both within and outside Defra.  This use reflects the fact 
(mentioned by interviewees) that there is nothing else like the P-E Model in existence (e.g. 
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covering all groups of the public, and including an array of environmental attitude and 
behaviour items).  Continuing uses of the Model include: 

- Its remaining a feature in the terms of reference for Defra ABR projects (2013-14);  

- Its being under consideration by CACI for re-appending to the latest release of the 
Acorn geodemographic tool (although CACI are believed to be unlikely to update 
and relaunch their GreenAcorn product); 

- Its continuing to be used in academics’ practical projects, and to be featured in their 
studies (as shown by there being a number of forthcoming and ‘in press’ references 
in the Literature Review accompanying this report); 

- Its being recommended to students’ unions who are running projects under the 
NUS/HEFCE Students Green Fund (2013-15). 
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2. Other Defra Segmentation Models 
 

In order to get a full picture of the role of segmentation in future in Defra it is necessary to 
survey the other models that are currently in use in the Department, and those that may be 
in the pipeline.  It was mentioned above that the “big” P-E Model had opened the gates for 
a wave of policy-specific models; this is partly a testament to the impact of the P-E Model 
(it showed the value of segmentation) and partly a reflection of its limitations (it was too 
broad to have traction in any one policy area).  It also reflects more recent structural 
changes in Defra, in which cross-cutting social research functions have been broken up 
and embedded into policy teams.   

Four models have been identified which are currently in use in Defra; they are each 
described and reviewed in the Model Overviews report (Annex A to this report).  It is 
sufficient here briefly to survey them, and describe the stage of development of each one, 
in order to understand their likely role in Defra going forward.  The current models are 
described here in date order, from the oldest to the most recent; they are then followed by 
a brief outline of two segmentation models which are at scoping stage. 

 

i) Defra Farmers Segmentation Framework 

The Farmers segmentation framework was first clustered in 2008; it describes five groups 
of farmer based on their objectives and motivations (Pike, 2008). They are termed 
‘Custodians’ (23% of population), ‘Lifestyle Choice’ (6%), ‘Pragmatists’ (22%), ‘Modern 
Family Business’ (41%) and ‘Challenged Enterprises’ (7%).  

It was the first Defra model to build on the momentum created by the P-E Model, albeit it 
drew on an already-rich literature relating to farmer types and farming styles.  It is called a 
Framework because the quantitative segments from 2008 were enriched with the findings 
from a qualitative study in 2011; this is typical of how the Farmers Framework has kept 
being used, and the insights generated have been added back into the description of the 
segments.  As a result, although the segments have not been refreshed by Defra, they still 
provide current data.  

According to the model owner, and other interviewees, the Farmer Framework - much like 
the P-E Model - has enjoyed considerable success in mobilizing stakeholders around 
itself.  It has established a common language for talking about the farming audience, which 
is used, for instance, at both academic conferences and NFU events.  The golden 
questions for the Framework are still used to segment respondents to Defra Farm 
Practices surveys, most recently the Defra climate change mitigation survey (2013). 

This Review has established that Defra has no plans to refresh the Farmer Framework in 
the future.  The model owner commented that, in the current time of fiscal constraints, he 
could not justify allocating the necessary budget to refreshing the segments.  It is also the 
case that a new Defra Delivery Network model based on the delivery of agreements and 
payments has recently been developed with the Rural Payments Agency. This takes into 
account both the characteristics of the farmer and the business, and is deemed more 
suited for policy delivery than the Farmer Framework. 
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ii) Defra Fishers Typology 

Defra’s Fisherman’s model is better described as a typology rather than a segmentation – 
being simply a classification of fishermen respondents in a qualitative research study  It is 
not a full segmentation not least because the segments are not quantified, and nor can 
they be replicated with a known level of statistical accuracy. 

The research was conducted with the overall aim of building a rich and detailed 
understanding of fishermen registered in England, and of identifying and defining a 
typology of fishermen based on their “needs, motivations, attitudes and behaviours” 
(Creative 2009). Little research had previously been conducted and the aims were more 
exploratory, hence adopting a qualitative approach to segmentation.  This in itself offers an 
interesting potential approach to continuing work on segmentation in Defra despite 
budgetary limits. 

It is known that the model has been used in Defra. For example, the Sustainable Access to 
Fisheries Project (SAIF) has used the typology to enhance and target communication 
activities.  However, during the undertaking of this Review, the research team (with 
assistance from Defra colleagues) were unable to identify an internal ‘owner’ of the 
Fishers’ typology. This, and the qualitative nature of the typology, is likely to limit the 
model’s uptake, both within the Department and by stakeholders. 

iii) Defra/Natural England and partners’ MENE Segmentation of Engagement with 
the Natural Environment 

The ‘Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environment’ (MENE) segmentation model 
was commissioned in 2009 by Defra, in partnership with Natural England, the Forestry 
Commission, the Environment Agency and British Waterways (Futures Company 2010).   

It was developed by the Futures Company using data from their ‘Planning for Consumer 
Change’ (PCC) survey a proprietary lifestyle and consumption survey, which were 
clustered and then fused with selected items from the MENE dataset.  This method was 
chosen in order to enrich the descriptions of each segment, as the MENE Survey itself, 
whilst having a very large sample size (nearly 50,000 respondents per year) contains 
relatively few descriptive and attitudinal items, beyond the data about visits to the natural 
environment.  The resulting model comprised eight segments, spanning the whole 
population.  The segment profiles were supplemented with findings from a round of 
discussion groups, undertaken by the Futures Company, in order to “bring the segments to 
life”. 

The Model has been has fed into subsequent research studies and publications by Natural 
England, e.g. the 2009-2011 Spatial Report. That recreated model incorporates post-2011 
MENE surveys to offer a more comprehensive longitudinal picture of the public segmented 
by engagement with the natural environment.  However the Model does not appear to 
have been applied widely beyond the MENE surveys, perhaps because the PPC-driven 
segments are too generic for policy applications (it can be described as a ‘people and 
places’ type model, picking up on general differences in the population). 

The MENE Model has been explicitly described in interviews as building on the learnings 
from the P-E Model.  Going forward however, it appears a more specific model relating to 
engagement with biodiversity in general may be developed as a higher priority (see the 
description of the scoping exercise below). 
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iv) Defra Woodland Management and Creation Segmentation Models 

This pair of models are the newest of the segmentation models available in Defra; at time 
of writing, the survey results (including segmentation models) were awaiting publication 
(Quick et al 2013 – forthcoming).  The Defra Woodland Management and Creation models 
were required to fill a longstanding gap in knowledge about woodland owners, especially 
those owning and managing private woodlands.   

The models are set within a policy context of the Government’s Forestry and Woodlands 
Policy Statement, which was published in January 2013.  With respect to woodland 
management, the Statement suggested that a ‘shared woodland management 
programme’, undertaken by the whole forestry sector including Government, could bring 
around two-thirds of woodland into active management over the next five years, with this 
figure eventually rising to 80% on the assumption that markets for wood products continue 
to develop as the Government believes they can.  With regard to woodland creation, the 
Government anticipates that “closer and more effective joint working between Government 
and the [forestry] sector can deliver 12% woodland cover by 2060”.  These twin objectives 
point at distinct but overlapping audiences: woodland owners and landowners with 
potential for planting, and woodland creation - which in this study was interpreted as 
meaning farmers. 

The two models were based on data from parallel surveys, one to owner/managers, and 
the other to farmers. Once survey responses were back, those respondents who were 
willing to be recontacted were approached and asked to take part in a round of depth 
interviews, to gain a richer understanding of their motivations and to ‘ground truth’ the 
segmentation models.  The resulting models both have five segments, and each is 
presented in order to foreground issues relating to their likely uptake of the main policy 
objectives: more woodland, and more managed woodland. 

Given the newness of the Models there is no evidence of their policy applications as yet.  
However, given they are very timely models – both from an evidence base, and a policy 
imperative, perspective – and that they have been developed with close input from 
Forestry Commission England, it is likely they will be of considerable value to both Defra 
and wider woodland stakeholders. 

 

These four segmentation models, together with the Pro-Environmental Model, represent 
the body of existing segmentation models in circulation in Defra.  However, there is the 
possibility of their being joined by two further models, which have been the subject of 
recent scoping papers, as follows: 

 

 Food Segmentation 

In 2010, a scoping study of ways forward for food segmentation was commissioned by 
Defra, in association with the Department of Health and the Food Standards Agency 
(Darnton 2010); this was updated and published in 2012.  The study was responding to an 
observation in the Cabinet Office’s Food Matters report, that the multiple segmentation 
models currently available which relate to food behaviours could be combined in order “to 
allow specific messages on food and diet to be targeted more effectively”.  The study 
reviewed three models – including Defra’s P-E Model – then undertook a statistical 
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exploration of the possibilities for combining the model.  Notably, it concluded that any 
hybrid model would only be a ‘holding position’ until a bespoke survey and segmentation 
could be undertaken. 

The question of segmentation has recently come under the auspices of the Green Food 
Project, a stakeholder group convened by Defra to take forward a joint agenda on healthy 
and sustainable food (see also under Co-production: Applications by Defra, in Part Two of 
this Review).  The Group has considered the recommendations in the scoping report, and 
members are now exploring ways to take their plans for segmentation forwards.  It 
appears likely that Defra will only adopt an advisory role in these activities, rather than 
drive the process of model development. 

 Biodiversity Segmentation 

In 2012, Defra commissioned a scoping study into ways forward for segmentation in 
relation to public engagement with the natural environment (Christmas et al 2013).  The 
work was undertaken under the auspices of the People Engagement Group, a stakeholder 
group convened by Defra [for further discussion, see the section on co-production in 
Report Two from this Review].  The aim of the study was to support delivery of Outcome 4 
of the Biodiversity 2020 strategy: “By 2020, significantly more people will be engaged in 
biodiversity issues, aware of its value and taking positive action” (Defra 2011).  The PEG’s 
remit is to ensure progress against Biodiversity 2020. 

The scoping study employed a range of research methods, to define and understand 
engagement, and develop audience insight which could support recommendations for 
ways forward to a segmentation model.  Along with a literature review and qualitative 
discussions, the study involved a quantitative survey which has resulted in a tiered model, 
in which the public is split into five tiers based on their levels of awareness and 
participation in biodiversity decline and conservation activities, as follows: 

o Tier 1 (30% of the UK population) 

Those with no awareness of a decline in biodiversity, either in England or 
worldwide, nor anticipating a decline in the future. 

o Tier 2 (17%) 

Some awareness of a decline in biodiversity, but no perceptions of consequences, 
nor sense of personal concern. 

o Tier 3 (25%) 

Those who report concern, but only do ‘very little’ or’ only a few things’ to ‘support 
and protect the variety of living things in the world’. 

o Tier 4 (18%) 

Those who do ‘quite a lot of things’ or ‘always make choices wherever possible…’ 
to ‘support and protect the variety of living things in the world’, OR who engage in at 
least one of the higher effort behaviours (eg. volunteering, letter writing, 
participating in consultation). 

o Tier 5 (10%) 

A “niche tier” comprising people who are both highly active in their day-to-day lives 
and engaged in multiple higher effort activities. 
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The scoping report is careful to explain that this tiered typology is not a segmentation 
model (on the grounds that a segmentation is “an explanatory model, helping to explain 
why individuals belong to different groups”, rather than the Tiers, which are simply 
descriptive - Christmas et al 2013).  Indeed, the scoping report concludes that work to 
develop the Tiers into a formal segmentation should go forward, albeit after some 
intermediate steps, including: establishing how best to talk about biodiversity with the 
public; agreeing a definition of engagement with biodiversity; and itemising the behaviours 
the public can undertake to be considered fully ‘engaged. 

Notwithstanding the scoping report’s recommendations, it is understood from interviews 
conducted for this Review that the Tiered model is already being used as the basis for 
collaborative work with stakeholders on the PEG (for instance, in a series of workshops).  
At this point, it also seems likely that a formal segmentation will be developed in future, 
although if that work programme is carried forward, it will be by the PEG in collaboration, 
and not by Defra working alone. 
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3. Conclusions and Implications 
This section summarises the findings on the Defra Pro-Environmental Model specifically, 
and on the wider role of segmentation in Defra.  It then moves on from those conclusions 
to draw out implications for ways forward in the use of segmentation, both for Defra alone 
and for Government departments more broadly. 

3.1 Conclusions on the Pro-Environmental Model 

The conclusions from the review of the Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model are 
summarised here, under each of the objectives set for this part of the Understanding & 
Engaging Audiences study.   

Objective i) What are segmentation models for (including what was the Defra P-E 
Model originally designed for)? 

This Review has reconstructed the original rationale for the P-E Model, through a process 
of interviews with the Defra ‘model owners’ who oversaw its development.  Through that 
process it has been established the Model was not just conceived as a research tool (to 
increase understanding of audiences) or as a policy tool (to support behaviour change 
interventions); it also had a strategic purpose, and was offered up to external stakeholders 
as a resource for use in the shared endeavour of encouraging the public to adopt 
sustainable lifestyles.  Thus the objectives for the P-E Model were three-fold: 

“To understand, influence and engage.” 

Objective ii) What value have users got from the Defra P-E Model (and why have 
other potential users not used it)? 

This objective can be interpreted as a question about the effectiveness of the Defra P-E 
Model, and as such it is best answered by summarising the evidence from this Review 
against each of the original objectives set for the Model, as follows: 

To Understand… 

 The P-E Model increased understanding of the whole of the general public, for Defra 
and stakeholders alike.  At the time the Model was conceived, Defra was faced by a 
lack of audience insight: the Environment Direct team needed to provide practical 
information on pro-environmental behaviours to the general public, but they had no 
basis on which to differentiate that information.  The P-E Model has provided a way to 
subdivide and understand the general public which has been of lasting value to 
researchers and practitioners. 

 While the whole Model has proven intuitive, in so far as it appeals to the common 
sense of users, one segment in particular brought a previously unidentified segment of 
the public to light: Segment 2 ‘Waste Watchers’.  This segment uniquely combined very 
high levels of recycling with weak environmental values (including some climate 
scepticism).  This combination of motivations has supported numerous practical 
developments and interventions in the waste arena; the identification of Waste 
Watchers has been described as “the major analytical insight of the whole project”. 
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To Influence… 

 The biggest impact of the P-E Model was felt by interviewees to be on policy makers: 
fundamentally demonstrating that they should be developing policy with multiple 
publics (not a single public) in mind.  This impact sounds so obvious as to be almost 
trivial, yet it should not be underestimated.  It can be argued that having a single 
‘public’ in mind is actually more like not having the public in mind at all when 
developing policy (a ‘one size fits all’, traditional economic approach, to policy making).  
The P-E Segmentation Model demonstrated to policy colleagues that they had a 
number of public audiences to provide for, and in so doing may have enabled both 
better, more targeted policy to be made, and allowed for a more sophisticated 
understanding of behaviour to be developed (it is notable that the emphasis on 
behavioural insight continues to be prominent in the Civil Service Reform Plan – HMG 
2012).  Policy makers having understood the value of developing policy for multiple 
publics, the P-E Model is described by internal interviewees as having “opened the 
door” to a wave of new policy specific models in Defra (e.g. farmers; woodland 
owners).   

 Despite the broad-spectrum influence of the Model on policy, its main weakness was 
felt by interviewees to be its lack of direct impact on any one specific policy.  No 
instances of the P-E Model being used by specific policy teams have been identified 
during the course of this Review, nor are there any examples of the P-E Model being 
used in policy impact assessments.   

 The findings on the (lack of) policy impact of the P-E Model need to be read in the 
context of the wider evidence assembled during the Understanding and Engaging 
Audiences study.  That evidence shows that across all insight and engagement 
methods there are few clear links from policy inputs (e.g. crowdsourcing activities or 
social media conversations) to policy outcomes.  According to this study, policy 
appears to be the product of diverse influences (some transparent, others much more 
opaque); no single tool can be given the credit (or blame) for a policy output. (These 
issues are explored more fully in Report Two from this study.) 

To Engage… 

 The Defra model owners interviewed for this Review described the P-E Model as “a 
tool for others”, and another internal interviewee has concluded that “the best results 
from the Model were outside Defra”.  These can be attested to in many ways, including: 
by the revenue and job creation reported by some users like the NUS; by the 
publication footprint of the Model (90 peer-reviewed journal papers identified to date) 
as it became a subject for study and debate in academic and practitioner circles; and 
by the suite of subsequent models developed elsewhere in government which explicitly 
drew on the Defra Model (notably the DFT’s Climate Change and Transport Choices 
Model, and the Welsh Government’s Sustainability Audience Segmentation).   

 One of the most reported impacts of the Model (along with its identifying multiple 
‘publics’) was its instrumental position in building a new stakeholder community of 
sustainability-focused practitioners, researchers, businesses and NGOs, arrayed 
around Defra.  One of the Defra model owners has said of the P-E Model: “we had the 
collateral”; the Model was something new which did not have an equivalent elsewhere, 
and it was a deliberate part of the Behaviours strategy to make it available for open use 
by any sector partner.  In the language of open policy making, this process of 
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stakeholder engagement can be seen as a form of co-production.  As one external 
interviewee commented: “The Defra Model facilitated action by others”.  As testament 
to that, the Model continues to be used and written about by that community of 
sustainability researchers and practitioners, although no new Defra resource has been 
put into the Model since a mini wave of tracking in 2010. 

Objective iii) What should Defra do next in terms of segmentation and/or audience 
insight and engagement, in order to meet their own needs, and the needs of 
stakeholders? 

This objective, revised during the course of the research to comprise a review of open 
policy making methods,  cuts across all the conclusions from this Review, and those from 
the second part (in the context of audience insight and engagement). In terms of specific 
next steps for the P-E Model, these have been covered in the ‘Future Developments’ 
section of the Model review above. The conclusions on the wider role for segmentation in 
Defra follow immediately below.   

Put simply, there is no case for further development of the Model by Defra in the near 
future.  The context in which the Model was commissioned and developed has now 
changed; as one internal interviewee commented: “The whole work area is over. …Defra 
isn’t central any more”.  The Department has moved on and does not undertake direct 
engagement activities with the wider public on the subject of sustainable lifestyles any 
more.  Given current budgetary constraints it is hard to justify putting more resource into 
the Model for the sake of stakeholder users alone.  Meanwhile the internal restructure of 
Defra means there is no longer anywhere obvious to situate the Model or its further 
development. 

However, in direct contrast to the picture of disuse of the P-E Model inside Defra, the 
Model continues to enjoy a vigorous life outside Defra, both as a topic for research, and a 
tool to support practical interventions.  Even without refreshing the 2007 survey data on 
which the segments were constructed, the Model still has value for users; especially in 
England (as opposed to Wales, where a new model has been developed), it has not been 
superseded.  This Review having revealed the ongoing use of and interest in the P-E 
Model, it can be recommended that Defra ensure the Model, its supporting data and 
practical tools, and the learning which has resulted from its development and use, are 
brought together in a single place in the Department, such that external researchers and 
practitioners can easily access the Model in all its facets, and continue to make maximum 
use of it.  That learning may also be of value to others in the Department who are 
developing new policy-specific models.  It may also be of use in an undetermined future 
time when Defra might once more take a role in encouraging the general public to adopt 
more sustainable lifestyles. 

3.2 Conclusions on the role of other segmentation 
models in Defra 

In order to explore the role of segmentation in Defra, now and in future, this Review has 
identified and surveyed the full suite of segmentation models currently in circulation in 
Defra.  While there are currently no plans for further developing the P-E Model, there are a 
range of other, more policy-specific, models available to Defra policy makers.  These are 
summarised above, and also in full in the Model Overviews Annex A report.  For the 
purposes of summarising the state of play of segmentation in Defra, these models (and the 
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Defra P-E Model) can be classified into the following loose categories, based on current 
level of use: 

i) Dormant Inside / Thriving Outside 

Defra P-E Model; Defra Farmers Segmentation Framework 

ii) Live 

Defra/PEG Biodiversity Tiered Typology; Defra Woodland Managers and Woodland 
Creators Models 

iii) Low and No Use 

Defra/Natural England MENE Engagement with the Natural Environment; Defra 
Fishers Typology 

iv) Pending 

Food (post-Scoping Study, and Green Food Project) 

A number of conclusions can be drawn about this array of models, and the classification 
above, as follows: 

 The second part of this Review, on open policy making, interviewed a number of Defra 
staff who took the view that segmentation is a method past its sell by date (for instance, 
one respondent said of the P-E Model “Does that still exist?”).  That view is consistent 
with the experience of conducting this Review, whereby the refocussing onto open 
policy methods was in part triggered by a lack of internal engagement in the Review of 
the P-E Model and segmentation more broadly.  However, the above inventory makes 
clear that segmentation still has a role to play, especially in building audience insight in 
areas where there are longstanding gaps (e.g. woodland owners, biodiversity 
engagement).  It is also the case that existing segmentations, which may now be 
redundant in (the restructured) Defra, keep working for stakeholders outside Defra who 
continue to engage the general public, or other subgroups of the public which they 
classify, such as farmers. 

 In times of budgetary constraint, light-touch segmentation methods may be required.  
Given the decline in the number of regular surveys undertaken by Defra, it may be 
challenging to produce new quantitative segmentations on limited budgets (as the P-E 
Model once did).  Qualitative typologies (such as the Fishers Model) and tiered models 
based on fewer variables (like the outcomes from the Biodiversity scoping study) may 
be the most feasible way forward.  While these lack the nuances and usefulness (e.g. 
the quantification, or replicability) of full segmentations, they can easily fill gaps in 
knowledge, and move strategic thinking on.  Moreover, they can help prevent any loss 
of memory among policy makers, by preventing a return to ‘one size fits all’ 
approaches. 

 The development of future models in Defra is reliant on the collaboration (and co-
funding) of stakeholders and delivery partners who are already engaged in strategy 
development with Defra, and may move forward to co-develop segmentation models in 
future.  As such, the two scoped-out areas of Food and Biodiversity offer prime 
examples of co-production between Government and delivery partners.  Here 
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segmentation has been a central tool for building a shared ‘community of practice’, 
starting with developing a common understanding of priority audience groups.  
However these examples also highlight the potential limitations of co-produced 
approaches to audience insight: unless Defra brings the remit and resources to drive 
the process along, progress is dependent on finding a consensual approach, and one 
which other stakeholders will commit their resources to. 

 

3.3 Implications: ways forward for the use of 
segmentation in Defra, and across Government 

i) Cross-Government Implications 

 Work on segmentation across Government may be beneficial, especially to provide 
insight in policy areas where understanding of priority audience subgroups and their 
motivations is lacking.  It would also be important to continue sharing understandings of 
best practice in developing and applying segmentations among ‘model owners’ and 
other social researchers charged with developing and overseeing segmentation models 
in different Departments.  This Review has also revealed an appetite among 
interviewees across Departments for new and practical guidance on how to develop 
and apply audience segmentations for public policy purposes.   

 As well as sharing expertise between Departments, there may be opportunities for 
sharing audience insights into common groups of interest.  A number of interviewees 
across central Government felt that the idea of a ‘core segmentation model’ of the 
general public should be explored, and developed if feasible.  One of its benefits would 
be to facilitate co-production between departments, and with stakeholders – the sort of 
better joining up which is called for in the Civil Service Reform Plan (HMG 2012).  
However, one of the potential weaknesses of such a cross-cutting model could be that, 
similar to the Defra P-E Model, it may end up too broad to have direct applications in 
any one policy area.  For this reason, a structure based on a ‘common core’ of 
(generic) audience segments, to which policy-specific modules could be appended, 
might provide the best of both worlds: a common language across Departments, but 
with specific applications in each. 

 As well as tying into the Civil Service Reform Plan’s recommendations for more joined-
up policy making, a continuing focus on audience insight is consistent with 
recommendations in the Reform Plan to develop policy based on a better 
understanding of its audiences, as well as on behavioural insights.  Strategic work 
could be undertaken to position segmentation within the suite of recognised methods 
for open policy making – that task is begun in Report 2 from this Review. 

 The most obvious way in which segmentation could contribute to open policy making 
approaches is as a focus for co-production activities.  Departments might aim to 
develop their segmentations with stakeholder partners from the outset, to ensure 
shared resourcing, shared applicability, and maximum usage.  Alternatively the 
Departments may wish to take control of the segmentation model development process 
using their own resources, and then make the Model available to stakeholders as 
“collateral” to ensure their ongoing involvement in co-productive approaches to policy 
making and delivery. 
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 A further, and wider, implication has emerged from this Review, relating to the need to 
ensure effective knowledge transfer and continuous learning between civil servants as 
they move between posts and take on new roles.  A number of Defra interviewees 
remarked on how difficult it has been to keep all the resources and learnings relating to 
the Defra P-E Model in one place; they noted that this was not unique to Defra, and 
that ‘churn’ is a fact of life in many policy areas and functions.  Segmentation models 
particularly highlight this problem, as it is a widespread view that they benefit from 
having a consistent owner and champion, who can promote the model and support 
colleagues in using it in their daily work, as well as gathering in new learnings from its 
ongoing use.  To maximise their effectiveness, segmentation models need consistent 
handling of this kind; but the point is also more widely applicable to all forms of 
expertise and ongoing learning in Government departments, especially in insight and 
engagement roles.  Counteracting the challenges of ‘churn’ will not be straightforward 
but is an area for the Department to explore beyond the confines of this study. 

ii) Implications for Defra 

 Defra should continue to adopt a central convenor role with stakeholders on particular 
policy agendas, and could use area-specific segmentations as “collateral” with which to 
leverage stakeholders’ participation in policy working groups.  Through such co-
productive approaches, best value can be extracted from segmentation models, and 
further insights can be built back into them, through stakeholders and other partners 
applying them in their own work.  Stakeholders may expect Defra to bring some if its 
own resources to these stakeholder groups, whether that includes a ready-made 
segmentation or the seed-funding to ensure such models can be co-developed by 
participants. 

 In parallel with work in other Departments, and liaising with the Open Policy Making 
team in the Cabinet Office, Defra could explore opportunities to embed segmentations 
into other open policy methods, thereby providing some of the evidence-based rigour 
which open policy methods are deemed to be lacking (see Report Two from this study).  
For instance, when receiving general public responses to online consultations or 
crowdsourcing activities, the Department could consider profiling respondents by 
segment (using the golden questions from relevant models), thereby supporting a more 
rigorous analysis and reporting process through the ability to ‘weigh’ responses from 
different segments of the public. 

 Likewise when policy pilots or other initiatives reach the point of delivery, Defra could 
use segmentation to profile public participants, and to differentiate the impacts by 
audience groups.  This work should feed into parallel consideration of policy evaluation 
methods, making sure to learn lessons from the problems in using segmentations in 
policy impact assessments to date. 

 Given current budgetary constraints, the Department could explore lighter-touch 
methods of segmentation model development – for instance based on stakeholder 
expertise and shared audience insight, or on qualitative research (see eg. the Fishers 
typology).  Such models can move policy on by providing some differentiated audience 
insight in areas where there was none.  They can also deliver the strategic benefits of 
ensuring policy makers consider multiple audiences, and enabling stakeholders to 
develop shared priorities; however, they lack the full explanatory capacity of formal 
segmentation models, and ultimately need quantifying and validating.  Nonetheless 
such models can prove the value of adopting segmented ways of understanding 
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audiences, and they can be good enough to kickstart co-production approaches to 
segmentation development (the Biodiversity tiered typology may prove a successful 
case study in this regard).  Where light-touch models of this kind have proved their 
worth, Defra may wish to begin the process of working them up into formal quantified 
models (ideally with shared resources from stakeholder partners). 

 

3.4 Coda 

This Review has highlighted the value that segmentation models can deliver first as tools 
for understanding audiences, and second as tools for engaging stakeholders in co-
productive approaches to policy development and delivery.  The Defra Pro-Environmental 
Segmentation Model delivered on both these dimensions, and in a way which was felt to 
be cost effective (although no quantitative assessment of this can be made). 

These two functions of segmentation models neatly map onto the two parts of this Study: 
first the P-E Model Review, and second the Review of open policy making methods.  
Segmentation can be seen to represent a bridge from audience insight to stakeholder 
engagement – but critically it should be noted that there is a subtle shift in ‘audience’ too.  
The P-E Model in particular is concerned with understanding the whole public, while the 
subsequent policy-specific models are also concerned with subgroups of the public (albeit 
in some cases as individuals in their professional capacity – e.g. woodland owners, or 
fishers).  By contrast, the open policy making approaches reviewed in Part Two of this 
study relate to Departments engaging with stakeholder organisations and other delivery 
partners.  While segmentation again features in that context, it is as a mechanism for 
building engagement with stakeholder groups, through the act of developing shared insight 
together, not as a means for better understanding or directly engaging with wider publics.  
Segmentation is thus relevant across both parts of this Study, although the shift from 
segmentation as a direct tool for audience insight, to segmentation as an indirect tool for 
stakeholder engagement, is a significant one. 

These themes will be further explored in Report Two from this Study. 
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Appendices 

i) Interviewees & Attendees 

 

Defra Staff (n = 8) 

 

[name] [title] 

Alan D’Arcy Virtual Centre for Expertise on Influencing Behaviour; CAP 
Reform team 

Andy Crawford Domestic Forestry Policy  

Andrea Deol Analyst 

Zoe Donkin Analyst 

Simon Maxwell Social Research Adviser, Biodiversity and Ecosystems 
Evidence 

Rachel Muckle Social Research/ Strategy Unit 

Tony Pike Analyst (Defra Farmers Framework) 

Phil Stamp Marine 

 

External Experts (n = 14) 

 

[name] [organisation] [title] 

Jamie Agombar NUS Services Ltd Ethical & Environmental 
Manager 

Pete Bailey Environment Agency Social Science Manager 

Stewart Barr Exeter University Associate Professor in 
Geography 

Jayne Cox Brook Lyndhurst Director 

Pat Dade Cultural Dynamics Director 

Angela Druckman Surrey University Senior Lecturer, Centre for 
Environmental Strategy 

Sunjai Gupta  Department of Health Deputy Director: Head of 
Health Related Behaviour  

Barbara McLean Welsh Government Senior Research Officer 

Ed Maibach George Mason University (US) Director, Communications 
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Department 

John Rae CACI (Green Acorn) Partner – Data and Product 
Development 

Kirsten Reeves HM Revenue & Customs Analyst 

Ben Savage Department for Transport Acting Head, Behavioural 
Insight 

Veronica Sharp Social Marketing Practice Director 

Ruth Smyth RSPB Marketing Analysis Manager 
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ii) Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model 
Literature Review – Executive Summary 

[Note: this is a reproduction of the opening pages from the Literature Review into the P-E 
Model. This ‘Annex B’ report is available in full on request from 
better.regulation@defra.gsi.gov.uk ] 

 

1. Background  

 

This element of the ‘Understanding & Engaging Audiences’ study was developed under the original 
terms of the study which AD was commissioned to undertake for Defra: the ‘Pro-Environmental 
Segmentation Model Review’.  The aim of that review was to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Defra Pro-Environmental (P-E) Model and make recommendations for carrying that work forward in 
the future. 

However, due to changes to Defra’s focus on public engagement in the light of the new Ministerial 
Priorities set for the Department, it was agreed at the midway stage in the study to revise the terms 
of reference, and focus on new, ‘open’ approaches to engaging audiences in Defra policy making.  
The two reviews were then conducted sequentially, and reported in two separate final reports.   

This report on the Literature Review of the P-E Model  is one of two standalone ‘Annex Reports’ 
which support Report 1 from the study: a synthesis of findings on the P-E Model.  The other Annex 
report provides overviews of current segmentation models in Defra (including the P-E Model).  
Both Annex Reports are available on request from better.regulation@defra.gsi.gov.uk .  The 
Executive Summary from this report also appears as an Appendix in the (published) synthesis 
report (‘Report 1’). 

 

2. Methodology 

 

This literature review on the Defra P-E Model approached the literature in two parts, and that 
structure has been retained for this report: 

i) Part A: an extensive search of the published literature on the Defra P-E model (largely 
journal articles and book chapters) 

ii) Part B: a detailed review of key research reports commissioned by Defra, which use the 
Defra P-E model in their fieldwork and/or analyse the P-E Model per se. 

The two areas of the literature were kept distinct in order to use the first part to assess the extent to 
which the P-E model had been taken up and used by external stakeholders and academics in the 
sustainability research community.  Meanwhile the second part of the study was designed to 
explore in-depth responses to the model by those who had used or analysed it (mostly in the 
context Defra-funded research projects).  It was anticipated that this area of the literature would 
provide more hands-on detail about how researchers had found using the model.  

The methodologies of the two parts to the review are described below; this report then provides 
topline findings from them both, before moving on to provide a précis of the key points in each of 
the sources under review, in so far as they relate to the Defra P-E Model, or to Defra’s approach to 
pro-environmental behaviour change. 
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Part A Methods: Review of the Published Literature on the P-E Model 

 

A web-based search was undertaken in January 2013, designed to gather published references to 
the Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model.   

The initial search was conducted on academic databases (i.e. Web of Knowledge, Pubmed, 
EBSCO).  A wide range of search terms was used including combinations of ‘Defra’ ‘Segmentation’ 
‘Behaviour’ ‘Framework’ ‘Defra Framework for Pro-environmental Behaviours’, with a date range 
from 2007 onwards.  However, in response to this systematic search only 5 papers were returned. 

Accordingly, a new search was undertaken via Google/Scholar, on the assumption that this would 
reveal a wider body of grey literature, plus papers which either had been published or were in 
press but had not yet been added to the academic databases.  The same search terms and dates 
from the systematic search activity were used, and the result was that 130 papers, book chapters 
and reports were returned.  The selection of sources for review stopped at this point, as it became 
apparent that continuing to sift further pages of search results would be unlikely to add more 
relevant sources to the list. 

The 130 references resulting from the second search were then cleaned (e.g. to remove duplicate 
articles), and hand-searched for the term ‘Defra Pro-Environmental Segmentation Model’.  As a 
result, 90 unique references to the P-E Model were identified; these are listed in the Part A 
Appendix at the end of this report, while the relevant content in each source is briefly summarised 
in the Main Findings: Part A.  The key points are presented in the Summary section which follows. 

 

Part B Methods: Review of Defra-related Research featuring the P-E Model 

 

In order to establish in more detail the strengths and weaknesses of the Defra P-E Model, the 
Review set out to gather research reports in which the Model had been used: either to structure 
study samples, or as the subject of analysis in itself.  It was apparent that this level of detail would 
not be found in journal articles and other published papers. 

Accordingly members of the Defra Steering Group were invited to identify and submit reports which 
used the model in research studies; these tended to be Defra-commissioned projects.  This search 
for detailed reports was also pursued through internal interviews with Defra colleagues, and 
selected external interviews (where interviewees had used the P-E Model themselves). 

As a result of these limited enquiries six relevant research reports were accessed.  Note that these 
are not all the projects to have used the P-E Model (for instance, the Model was used to varying 
extents across all the Defra Greener Living Fund projects); however these are the projects with 
written reports which most focus on the P-E Model, its uses and usefulness.  Note also that all 
these reports, for one reason or another, are unpublished and not in the public domain. 
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3. Summary of Findings 

 

Part A: Review of the Published Literature on the P-E Model  

 

 The main finding from the review of published literature is the sheer size of the publication 
footprint of the Defra P-E Model.  Our online and hand-searches identified 90 sources citing 
the Model itself, published over the last four years (mostly 2010-2012, but still publishing to 
this day).  This publication footprint suggests a strong interest in the P-E Model by members of 
the academic community and other stakeholders, and attests to its role in stakeholder 
engagement.  Defra has used the P-E Model to drive closer collaboration with external 
experts, and to an extent set the research agenda around pro-environmental behaviours and 
sustainable lifestyles.  This evidence echoes impressions from the interviews undertaken in 
parallel to this literature review. 

 In terms of the content of the published sources, it is notable that none presents a detailed 
evaluation of the P-E Model as its principal subject matter.  It is also notable that many use the 
Model to make points about the wider Defra Framework for Sustainable Lifestyles (2008) in 
which it was first presented.  In such cases, the Model is primarily of interest for the fact it 
exists, and what it implies about Defra’s understanding of behaviour, and their role in pursuing 
behaviour change. 

 It is also notable that many authors seem to misunderstand fundamental points about the P-E 
Model and its methodology; this in itself is an interesting finding as it suggests the original 
outputs supplied by Defra may not have been sufficiently clear for explaining the Model to 
users (little detail was published, beyond the topline description in the Behaviours Framework 
(Defra 2008).  Some of these misunderstandings relate to technicalities, for instance, that the 
Model segments people based on their values (no values statements are included in the 44 
input variables), or that it segments people based on the two dimensions of willingness and 
ability to change their behaviours (this confusion may arise from a graphic in the Framework 
document, which plots the segments on these two axes – again neither features directly 
among the input variables, although a key question (G7) asks whether people would like to do 
‘a bit more/a lot more to help the environment’ or whether they feel they are ‘happy with what 
they are doing at the moment’).  Other misconceptions relate to confusing the model as 
analytical device with the model as intervention tool: hence some authors comment that 
changing attitudes alone is insufficient to change behaviours.  Similarly some comment that 
the Model omits people’s local environment or contextual factors, and that it is therefore 
insufficient to understand and influence, say, people’s energy behaviour at home.  Finally 
some sources describe the Model as “resource intensive” and point (sometimes critically, 
sometimes favourably) to the Model as a signal of Defra’s investment in changing behaviours.  
It may be that the Model entails higher research costs for users (a point made in a report cited 
in Part B), but the actual cost of the Model is not stated in any source under review.  (Notably, 
an internal interviewee believed the cost of generating the Model to be relatively small – given 
that the Attitudes and Behaviours Survey from which it was clustered had already been 
commissioned in any case.) 

 The published literature can be divided broadly into three camps in relation to its perspective 
on the P-E Model: broadly favourable, broadly critical, and ambivalent (see the breakdown of 
Category 4 sources below).  It is notable that the perspectives an article is likely to take is 
related to the disciplinary background of its author(s).  As a rule of thumb, practice theorists 
(within sociology) tend to be fairly critical, psychologists and social marketers tend to be 
positive, while the ambivalent authors tend to be from other backgrounds (eg. geographers or 
anthropologists).  This pattern relates largely back to the elision of Model and Framework; 
given the Framework adopts a largely psychological view of behaviour, and calls explicitly for 
social marketing, it is unsurprising that those who like these ways of working write favourably 
about the Model.  The inverse is also true, and criticism of the model from proponents of 
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theories of social practice can be read as a continuation of their criticisms of the limitations of 
Defra’s approach to behaviour change (to explore these tensions in more detail, see the 
‘Habits Routines and Sustainable Lifestyles’ summary report for Defra – Darnton et al 2011). 

 The 90 published sources which cite the Defra P-E Model are broken down in this Review into 
four categories, to illustrate the distribution of views on the Model, and the kinds of uses it is 
put to in the published evidence base.  The four categories are defined below, along with the 
number of sources included in each, and a few key findings from each category.  When 
considering this inventory, it should be noted that one of the quirks of publishing is that the 
same study or analysis often appears in multiple journals as different papers written up in 
different ways (there are only a few instances of this occurring in this body of sources).  
Another reflection is that a few researchers (as lead authors or co-authors) account for a large 
proportion of the 90 articles, through their making the Defra P-E Model, and Behaviours 
Framework, a focus of their studies.  Without them there would be a smaller body of relevant 
sources.  The names of key authors are prominent in the Part A reference list given in the 
Appendix; the top five comprise: Stewart Barr (10) and his co-authors Gareth Shaw (6) and 
Andrew Gilg (4); Lorraine Whitmarsh (4); and Tom Hargreaves (4). 

 

- Category 1. Segmentation Guidance that cites the Defra P-E Model  

(1 source) 

o That there is only one source in this category reflects a general lack of published 
segmentation guidance, especially concerning the use of segmentation in social, as 
opposed to market, research.  Of these few sources of guidance, only one (Barnett & 
Mahony, for the National Co-ordinating Centre for Public Engagement, 2011) cites the 
Defra P-E Model, along with numerous other public sector models. 

o Barnett & Mahony do not critique the Defra model as such, and their overall purpose is to 
encourage the (effective) use of segmentations in academic work and by public sector 
organisations.  In the context of this Review though it is noteworthy that they make an 
explicit link between segmentation and co-production, arguing that segmentations which 
are based on motivational variables (as opposed to harder measures like e.g. socio-
demographics) hold out the potential for genuine “collaboration, partnership, and co-
production, to enhance mutual learning between organisations and their publics” (ibid. 57).  
They also note that this will not always come to pass, as a further reason for segmenting by 
motivations is to understand the susceptibilities of different subgroups to behaviour change 
and policy interventions, implying that some segments will not be so amenable to 
collaborating in behaviour change programmes.  Nonetheless, the fact that segmentation is 
portrayed as a tool for increasing co-production is striking, not least in the context of this 
Review which has moved from a focus on segmentation to a focus on open policy making 
methods, including co-production.  However, as Report 2 from this study describes, co-
production is a term that can be widely applied, covering a range of collaborative 
endeavours from the most open and radical, to more bounded collaborations with 
stakeholder organisations (‘co-production by proxy’).  Barnett & Mahony suggest that, by 
identifying key subgroups of the public, segmentation can support the former (more radical) 
co-production approaches, whereas this Review finds that the P-E Model is a very 
successful example of the latter: a tool for stakeholder engagement. 
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- Category 2. Analyses and Critiques of the Defra P-E Model 

(24 sources) 

o Sources in this category focus on the Defra P-E Model in some detail.  However, it should 
be reiterated that no paper makes the Model its sole subject, and also that none sets out to 
provide an all-round evaluation of the Model (that is what this Review was originally 
designed to provide).   

o These sources provide close commentary on the Model, and this tends to include points of 
criticism; indeed, following the point about disciplinary biases above, it is notable that 
practice theorists are over-represented in this category.  Criticisms of the Model included 
here are that it is overly individualistic in focus, and hence suited to individualised 
interventions.  Also from a social perspective comes the criticism that context is missing 
(and that contexts vary, in turn causing other motivations and roles to vary), and that 
lifestyles are assumed to be constant (such that for instance spillover from home to work is 
possible).  Common misunderstandings of the P-E Model are also apparent here, including 
that it is based on values, and that it is based on willingness and ability to change. 

 

- Category 3. Research projects which use or draw on the Defra P-E Model in their 
methods. 

(16 sources) 

o Sources in this category use the notion of the P-E Model, specific segments/sizes, or 
specific questions from the 2007 Defra Survey underpinning the Model, to develop or 
support the methodologies of their own research studies which they are reporting on.  
Unsurprisingly, these authors tend not to be critical of the Model in the act of building their 
work upon it. 

o Many of the studies reported here use the P-E Model to construct their samples.  One uses 
the formal 14 Question Block Method (see Darnton 2008, reviewed in Part B) to recruit 
respondents (Horton & Doron 2011).  Others borrow Survey items to build new instruments, 
profiling respondents by their behavioural repertoires, or measures of their ‘carbon 
capability’ (see eg. Whitmarsh, Seyfang & O’Neill 2011).  Others make looser comparisons 
between their respondents and particular segments. 

o These studies attest to the ‘face value’ appeal of the P-E Model, and show clearly how its 
segments have informed the shared language of research on sustainable behaviours. 

 

- Category 4. Articles citing the Defra P-E Model in passing or as indicative of an 
approach to behaviour change or policymaking 

(49 sources) 

o There is a fine line between sources included in this category and those cited in Category 2 
above. Put simply these sources tend to make only passing references to the P-E Model; 
very often they use it to make wider points about (or even interchangeably with) Defra’s 
approach to pro-environmental behaviour.  However, given the focus of these articles tends 
to lie away from the Model, on balance they tend to critique it less than those more 
focussed articles cited in Category 2 above. 

o In order to provide an overview of the balance of perspectives on the Model in these 
sources, it is possible to break down this category further according to whether the 
references made to the Model are positive, negative, or mixed; this breakdown, and some 
key points, are summarised below. 

- Of the 49 sources, 6 are broadly critical.  As with papers in Category 2 above, their 
criticisms tend to come from a social practices perspective.  They also point out that 
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the segmentation is likely to support individualised interventions which will only deliver 
incremental change.  By contrast, these articles call for transformational change, which 
requires a social practices or whole system perspective. 

- The majority of these sources – 31 – are broadly positive, or at least broadly uncritical 
(not pausing to pass judgement on the Model).  They tend to make points about 
publics, the role of governments, and the need for co-ordinated action.  Defra, and the 
UK Government’s, apparent commitment to this agenda elicits compliments from a 
number of these authors (including those from other countries). 

- The ambivalent remainder (16 sources) tend to be authored by researchers who have 
written extensively on these subjects (and sometimes in multiple papers on the Defra 
P-E Model, and Framework).  Accordingly they tend to have well-developed views that 
include both positive and negative points.  Many of these articles welcome the 
commitment from Defra, but bemoan that it is being pursued in the manner of the 
Framework and Segmentation. 

 

Part B: Review of Defra-related Research featuring the P-E Model (n = 6) 

 

 As noted above, the six sources in this category are not a definitive collection of all the projects 
to have used the P-E Model, although these reports are the most informative about the 
evidence to arise from projects using the P-E Model.  It should also be reiterated that none of 
these reports is in the public domain, although this is for a range of reasons, including 
relevance and timeliness; only two were drafted purposely to remain confidential (Darnton 
2008; Brook Lyndhurst 2012). 

 All six reports were commissioned by or drafted for Defra for internal purposes.  Of the six, 
three use the P-E Model to segment the participants in their Defra-funded action research 
projects (two from NUS; SPRG).  One reflects on the experiences of a range of (Green Living 
Fund) projects which used the Model to segment their participants.  A further report reflects on 
learnings from different methods of recruiting to the segments in a qualitative study (Defra 
EVO407 ‘Understanding Motivations’).  The sixth is a bespoke analysis for Defra of the P-E 
Model set against the Values Modes segments. 

 Conclusions on the Model from each report (and reflections on those reports) are presented at 
the end of each summary in Main Findings: Part B.  Taken together, the reports show how 
Defra have used the P-E Model critically, and have been keen to develop further insights on 
the segments through using the Model in their funded research projects.  The reports suggest 
that Defra’s Model owners have effectively been in a conversation with their research 
stakeholders and contractors about the relative merits of the Model, and how to increase its 
usefulness.  This conversation is in contrast to the sense of critical analysis, from the outside 
in, which characterises the published literature on the Model (see Part A above).   

 The reports relating to practical projects show how using the P-E Model can add value to 
interventions, potentially increasing their effectiveness (although that contribution is not 
quantified in any of these reports).  For example, in the NUS reports, the profiling of the student 
population allows for a targeted engagement strategy to be developed.  Then as a result of the 
evaluation, more becomes known about the student population, and reciprocally about the 
segments as replicated in the student population.  Ultimately, the evaluation shows movement 
between the segments, suggesting that other kinds of change have occurred, as well as the 
behaviour changes which are the main success measures.  It would be valuable to build on 
such an analysis, and track specific participants to establish who had moved, and to which 
segment, thereby better understanding individuals’ journeys towards sustainable lifestyles. 

 The reports reveal some segments in the P-E Model to be more coherent – and perhaps more 
in line with common sense - than others.  The analysis of the P-E Model against the Values 
Modes segments is a case in point, although most of the reports add to the sense that the 
segments at the two extremes of the Defra Model (S1 Positive Greens, and S7 Honestly 
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Disengaged) are highly coherent and appear in other guises in other models.  It is notable too 
that S3 Concerned Consumers also appears to be a distinct and important segment, eg. in the 
student population (see the NUS reports).  Meanwhile S2 Waste Watchers emerge as a 
distinctive contribution to our understanding of the public in relation to sustainability.  In the 
interviews conducted in parallel to this literature review, one external expert described the 
identification of Waste Watchers as “the major analytical insight of the whole project”.  It is also 
notable that in the NUS surveys, S2 hardly feature in the student population (4.5% vs. 12% in 
the Defra survey), which may suggest they are indeed an older cohort.  It is also notable that 
S2 overlap with the Prospectors and Settlers in the Values Modes model (suggesting their 
values are a long way from those of the pro-environmental S1 and S3 which lie on either side 
of them in the Defra model).  However, S4 Sideline Supporters and in particular S5 Cautious 
Participants seem to be more sketchily delineated. 

 Finally, the issue of replicating the segments in further research studies is revealed by the 
reports to be complex and problematic.  The live trial of recruitment methods on Understanding 
Motivations study (EVO407) resulted in the development of specific algorithms for recruiting to 
the segments in qualitative research – but only after less accurate methods had been tried, 
with unfavourable results for the analysis of findings from that project.  This suggests that any 
future model should stipulate one chosen method of recruiting to the segments, to avoid 
contradictory approaches.  Nonetheless the challenge still remains that requiring community 
groups to include the 17 ‘golden questions’ in their evaluations with participants can be too 
onerous an ask.  Lots has been learned about evaluating community-led action for 
sustainability, and most of the lessons point to allowing community groups to use the methods 
and metrics which are most appropriate to their project, and deliver the most learnings for them 
(as opposed to their funders).  However, this is at odds with the learnings on use of the P-E 
Model, which conclude that everyone must use the most optimally accurate method for 
recruiting to segments, and use it consistently, to enable comparability between projects.  
There is no way to resolve this tension, except for researchers and practitioners to consider 
carefully whether it is really necessary for a project to use the P-E Model in its monitoring and 
evaluation (and if it is, to use the 17 questions and algorithm to recruit with).  It is notable that, 
in the current NUS-led fund for student sustainability projects (HEFCE’s Student Green Fund), 
each project is asked to decide whether they would like to segment their student audiences – 
and if they decide to do so, they must use the P-E Model as prescribed. 
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